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Abstract. Dynamic measurements of two steel truss bridges for Structural Health Monitoring
(SHM) were performed. The investigated bridges were: a single supported one span truss bridge
and a multi-span truss bridge. Two possibilities of measuring setup were considered. A simple
arrangement made up of one polygon has been used for data acquisition of the single span truss
bridge. A more complex measuring setup made up of two polygons with up to 32 channels has
been used for the large bridge with an entire length reaching up to 500 m. A connection of both
measuring polygons was achieved by Wi-Fi antennas. The reason why the multi-span truss bridge
was chosen for SHM is that the construction is nowadays overloaded. The dynamic measurements
were done, ambient and semi-ambient data were analysed. After that, some mode-shapes were
identified from the acquired data and then the data were compared with numerical calculations.
Finally, experiences and conclusions from the ambient data measurement are summarized.
Keywords: ambient vibrations, FEM model, in-situ measurement, steel bridge, structural health
monitoring.
1. Introduction
This paper is devoted to dynamic measurements of two steel bridges in Slovakia loaded by
ambient vibrations. Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) has been done. The acquired and
processed data could be used for Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) purposes. The selected
bridges are of different age. The single span steel truss bridge (Bridge No. 1) was built in the early
1950s. The multi-span steel bridge (Bridge No. 2) is younger because it has been in operation
since 1985. On the other hand, the construction of the bridge is overloaded because the designed
capacity was originally 50 000 cars per day and now, the amount of passing vehicles has about
doubled. This traffic increase can cause problems with the fatigue resistance of important
structural details of the bridge structure. In many cases, lack of long-lasting maintenance or
periodic inspection can result in later expensive and complete reconstruction. A similar situation
occurred in Slovakia where a temporary bridge, built after WWII, was demolished in 2013 and a
new structure was built in 2015. In addition, the collapse of bridge structures during operation,
apart from risking many lives, may also cause important economic losses. The losses are mainly
due to the interruption of the communication network. Besides that, dynamic measurements can
be also used for buildings [1, 2].
The above facts were confirmed by many researchers [3-8]. A lot of work has been devoted to
SHM to satisfy the increasing demands on safety and on reduction of the maintenance costs of
new or obsolete bridges. That is why modern types of SHM are advancing in the developed
countries, as in [9]. The dynamic measurements are a necessary part of SHM.
This paper consists of more sections. Section 2 introduces the bridges which were measured;
Section 3 describes the used measurement setup; Section 4 deals with the results of dynamic
measurements; and finally, the main conclusions are presented in Section 5.
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2. Description of bridges
The bridge is in the western part of Slovakia and its exact location is in the city Nove Mesto
nad Vahom. It connects the two sides of the Vah River channel. The steel truss bridge has one
span with a length of 51.3 m. Two steel trusses with a height of 4.8 m and 4.58 m apart from each
other form the bearing structure (Fig. 1). The bridge deck consists of concrete panels with a height
of 250 mm. Pedestrians, cyclists and cars can use the bridge. The maximum weight of one vehicle
is 15 000 kg. The speed is limited to 15 km per hour.

Fig. 1. The single span truss bridge (Bridge No. 1)

Before the dynamic measurements, a Finite Element (FE) model was created as the first part
of SHM in accordance with [10]. The preparation of the FE model started with the check of the
bridge. The control was done by visual inspection of each member of the structure.
The second bridge was completely built in 1985 near the Bratislava’s port. The road-rail bridge
crosses the Danube River. A highway is situated at the upper level, which is a part of the Slovak
Highway D1 from Bratislava to Kosice. The present number of vehicles passing the bridge makes
the Port Bridge the most used bridge in Slovakia. Such a traffic increase should be monitored. A
double-track railroad is placed at the lower level of the bridge. At the same level, there are two
cantilever ways designed for pedestrians, cyclists and services.
The bridge has a total length of 461 m with continuous four spans. The lengths of the spans
are about: 102 m, 205 m (Fig. 2), 64 m and 90 m. Three steel trusses with a height of 11.7 m and
6.5 m apart from each other form the superstructure.

Fig. 2. The multi-span truss bridge (Bridge No. 2)

3. Used measurement system
The selected bridges have a difficult cross-section and quite long spans, so a suitable system
for measurements had to be designed. Finally, the designed setup, like the BRIMOS system [11],
can measure vibrations at 32 points along the bridge structure. Besides that, the system can acquire
temperature at 8 various places. The complex system using National Instruments’ equipment
consisted of the following devices: National Instruments (NI) CompactRIO (cRIO) 9067 with four
input/output (I/O) modules NI 9234 and two modules NI 9211. NI cRIO 9074 with up to three I/O
modules NI 9234 (Fig. 3) and NI 9144 with also two I/O modules NI 9234. NI 9234 module
represents a 4-channel, ±5 V, 24-Bit IEPE module for vibration measurements [12]. NI 9211
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module is used for temperature measurements. The module is a 4-channel, ±80 mV, 24-Bit module
for thermocouples. The main components (notebook, cRIO devices) were connected to a network
switch via Wi-Fi antennas or via FTP network cable. The tested length of the connection cable
was up to 100-meters long. The synchronization between the cRIO devices was the most
problematic task. The used sample rate of the measurement system was optimized to 2048 samples
per second because all measured data were saved on the main unit cRIO 9067 (Fig. 3). The chosen
sampling rate was enough to measure the real structures and the necessary synchronization was
constantly stable.

Fig. 3. The cRIO 9074 with three NI 9234 modules connected via Wi-Fi antenna

4. Operational modal analysis (OMA)
The measured and pre-processed data were analysed in the ModalVIEW software. Software
possibilities (stabilization charts) were used for extracting modal parameters as natural
frequencies, damping ratios and corresponding mode-shapes. Stabilization charts were calculated
using the Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI) method. The method is suitable when input
signals are unmeasured or cannot be measured [13] and only output data are available – ambient
vibrations.
4.1. Bridge No. 1
Only one cRIO 9067 device was used for the first measurement. The other device did not have
to be used because of the short span of the investigated bridge. 16 accelerometers were placed on
the structure to identify global mode-shapes and corresponding natural frequencies (eight sensors
in horizontal direction and eight sensors in vertical direction). Other four accelerometers were
mounted on the first two tensile diagonals of the bridge. All accelerometers were mounted with
magnets to the structure. The temperature of the structure and the air-temperature were also
acquired for future comparison and to find their possible impact on the natural frequencies.
Ambient vibrations were monitored. The types of loads were registered during the 5-minutes’
measurement time. Ambient vibrations appeared in the acquired data (without load caused by
moving cars, cyclists, etc.). The operational modal analysis was performed afterwards, and the
result was compared with the FE model of the bridge (Fig. 4).
The details of the applied loads (moving cars, cyclists and pedestrians) showed that in one
moment (Fig. 4), the bridge was excited by a lonely runner (Fig. 5). The runner left the bridge
after 8 s and then the bridge started to damp down. During this action, the runner excited the bridge
in the second global mode-shape (in 𝑍-direction – Fig. 4).
We have checked from Fig. 5 that the analysis of ambient vibrations gives the same result as
the semi-ambient excitation, e.g. caused by the lonely runner. It is also helpful if it is possible to
repeat the loading by runners and then the comparison of the data from two various measurements
can be useful for SHM purposes – possible damage detection from changes in frequencies,
mode-shapes or damping characteristics.
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a)
Fig. 4. The 2nd identified mode-shape:
a) measurement in 2016 (𝑓 3.01 Hz), b) FEM model (𝑓

b)
3.04 Hz)

Fig. 5. The measured vertical accelerations from loading by a lonely runner

4.2. Bridge No. 2
The mentioned complex system was also used for the measurements of the bridge No. 2. Both
NI cRIO devices have been used. The polygon on the upstream side had four NI 9234 modules
that represented a possibility to use 16 channels for measurements. On the other side two NI 9234
modules were used. There were eight channels for measurement of accelerations. Fig. 6 shows the
location of the used accelerometers. Totally, 22 accelerometers were used for data acquisition in
𝑍-direction. Vibrations in 𝑌-direction were measured in four places. These 26 accelerometers
were placed at the bottom part of the bridge cross-section (Fig. 6). The other four sensors were at
the top part in the 𝑌-direction. The temperature was also recorded.

Fig. 6. The location of accelerometers at the bottom part in 2017

Because of the stated importance of the bridge, it could not be closed, and only ambient
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vibrations could be measured. After the measurement, the recorded data were processed in the
software NI DIAdem and ModalVIEW. Comparison of the first mode-shape and the calculated
one is shown in Fig. 7.

a)
Fig. 7. The 1st identified mode-shape:
a) measurement in 2017 (𝑓 0.89 Hz), b) FEM model (𝑓

b)
0.78 Hz)

The initial measurement was analysed in [14]. Spectra in another frequency range were also
compared in [14]. The range was considered from 5 to 15 Hz. Fig. 8 shows the calculated and
measured spectra for 2 points where accelerometers were placed. The place was in the middle of
the longest span of bridge No. 2. The two presented measurements show that ambient vibration
measurements can lead to comparable results as in the FE calculations.

a)
b)
Fig. 8. The spectra: a) measurement in 2015, b) FEM model [14]

5. Conclusions
Comparisons of the calculated and the measured natural frequencies and mode-shapes show a
relatively good coincidence for both structures which were described in this paper. The used
measuring system proved that it is suitable for vibration measurements of small and large bridge
structures as well. The presented measurements can be used as a comparative basis for future
repeated measurements for SHM purposes. In the case of large bridge structures (when they
represent important part of the road network), ambient vibrations are the easiest way how to obtain
data. It was proven that the data acquired from ambient vibrations can also be used for
experimental modal analysis. For comparative purposes roughly identified traffic load cases can
be used as well if they are correctly recorded and reproduced.
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